A nonparametric method for accommodating and testing across-site rate variation.
Substitution rates are one of the most fundamental parameters in a phylogenetic analysis and are represented in phylogenetic models as the branch lengths on a tree. Variation in substitution rates across an alignment of molecular sequences is well established and likely caused by variation in functional constraint across the genes encoded in the sequences. Rate variation across alignment sites is important to accommodate in a phylogenetic analysis; failure to account for across-site rate variation can cause biased estimates of phylogeny or other model parameters. Traditionally, rate variation across sites has been modeled by treating the rate for a site as a random variable drawn from some probability distribution (such as the gamma probability distribution) or by partitioning sites to different rate classes and estimating the rate for each class independently. We consider a different approach, related to site-specific models in which sites are partitioned to rate classes. However, instead of treating the partitioning scheme in which sites are assigned to rate classes as a fixed assumption of the analysis, we treat the rate partitioning as a random variable under a Dirichlet process prior. We find that the Dirichlet process prior model for across-site rate variation fits alignments of DNA sequence data better than commonly used models of across-site rate variation. The method appears to identify the underlying codon structure of protein-coding genes; rate partitions that were sampled by the Markov chain Monte Carlo procedure were closer to a partition in which sites are assigned to rate classes by codon position than to randomly permuted partitions but still allow for additional variability across sites.